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• Effort led by Ohio DNR and 

Ohio EPA to restore the 64 

square mile Sandusky Bay

• Historical impairments from 

nutrient loading, 

development

• Beneficially re-use dredge 

sediments to restore 

thousands of acres of 

wetlands

• Avoid “random acts of 

restoration” through 

planned restoration efforts 

(Scudder Mackey, ODNR)

The Sandusky Bay 

Initiative (SBI)
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In 1877, a sportsman’s article in the 
Sandusky Register describes vegetation 
that existed in Muddy Creek Bay as, “…a 
succession of bayous and reedy islets, 
where flag, deer tongue, marsh potato, 
wild celery, wild rice, water-lilies [exist]…”
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• ~3 miles long x 2 miles wide

• Extremely turbid “muddy” 

waters

• Near total loss of wetlands 

within bay

• EXCEPT those protected 

with dikes by the Winous

Marsh Conservancy

• How do we bring wetlands 

back to the bay?

Muddy Creek Bay





• Bay vegetation has been 

well studied

• Half of the wetlands were 

lost between 1894 and 

1926 (Gottgens et. al)

• This was a period of 

average to low Lake Erie 

levels—so wetlands 

should have been 

expanding

• Wild rice was abundant 

in 1873, nearly absent in 

1894

When did Muddy Creek Bay lose its wetlands?



• Gottgens et. al used GIS 

to analyze lost marshes in 

Lake Erie

• 3 main converging factors 

have contributed to loss of 

wetlands:

• Sustained elevated water 

levels

• Introduction/presence of carp 

(1879) in clay and silty 

sediments

• Inability of wetlands to 

advance landward due to 

historic diking

The Landward Advancement Paradigm 

(LAP)



1. Physical

1. Waves

2. Sediment

3. Hydrology

4. Turbidity

2. Chemical

1. Nutrients

3. Biological

1. Carp

4. Anthropogenic

1. Dikes

2. Ballville Dam

3. Boats

4. Farming

So what are the physical, chemical, biological, or 
anthropogenic factors that affect the presence or 
absence of wetlands in Muddy Creek Bay?



1. We research

2. We model

3. We measure

4. We compare abiotic 

and biotic factors in 

areas of the bay that 

have wetlands, with 

areas that don’t

How do we know what matters and what 

doesn’t?



Where do we have (non-

diked) wetlands left in the 

bay?
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What are the abiotic conditions in the 

bay, especially where vegetation is 

present?

Sandusky Bay

1. Physical

1. Bathymetry

2. Waves

3. Sediment

4. Hydrology

5. Turbidity

2. Chemical

1. Nutrients

3. Biological

1. Carp

4. Anthropogenic

1. Dikes

2. Ballville Dam

3. Boats

4. Farming
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Flows



Fetch



Waves



Sediment Sampling

• Almost all silts and 

clays

• Virtually no coarse 

sediments (Sand)

• Indicative that the bay 

is no longer acting as a 

delta



Vibracore Sample Locations 

for Sediment



Waves



Turbidity



Turbidity

• Less than 5 plant 

species typically found 

when turbidity exceeds 

20 NTU (Loughheed

et. al.)

• Readings in Muddy 

Creek Bay, including 

those where vegetation 

was present, were from 

33-75 NTU

• Turbidity clearly a 

major factor



What causes turbidity?

• Suspended fine 

sediments
Waves—Wind driven, 
reflected energy from 
dikes

Carp

Lack of rooted vegetation

• Phytoplankton
Nutrients

Lack of vegetation



What conditions favor 

wetlands?

• From local reference 

sites:
-Water depths less than 4’

-Wave protection

-Waves less than ~2’

• From research:
-Turbidity less than 20 NTU

-Need adequate substrate

-Need shallow areas to establish 
wetlands and allow them to 
advance landward



So what do we need to 

do?

• Reduce turbidity
-Carp control

-Wave breaks

-Control nutrients coming from 
watershed

• Increase coarse sediment
-Dam removal

-Beneficial re-use of dredge 
sediments

• Establish rooted 

vegetation
-Transplant mature vegetation into 
“safe spots”



Easy, right?



Design Questions

1. Can we reduce wave height and energy? 

2. Can we reduce catastrophic event impacts? 

3. In some areas, can we reduce most of the energy 

most of the time, so the area becomes depositional or 

more depositional? 

4. Can we, in localized areas during sustained periods, 

reduce turbidity? 

5. Can we create areas that will either vegetate on their 

own or plant and sustain newly vegetated systems? 

6. Can we establish wetlands that are dynamic yet stable 

over short and long-term periods? 



Design Concepts

• Start with concepts

• Run models to determine 

impacts of structures

• 2-dimensional modeling to 

determine:

Flows

Wave Reduction

Upstream Impacts

• No single project can 

accomplish the goals—

individual projects must work in 

aggregate



But…

• Bay is at the 

convergence of 3 

streams

• Structures in the bay 

have the capacity to 

increase upstream water 

surface elevations

• Structure location, 

configuration, and 

composition had to be 

altered to reduce 

upstream impacts

• Iterative process



Design Concepts

• Start with concepts

• Run models to 

determine impacts of 

structures

• 2-dimensional 

modeling to 

determine:
Flows

Wave Reduction

Upstream Impacts



Area 2 (Bay Mouth)

Narrow mouth inlet to cut wave 
energy



Area 4 and 7

Establish wave breaks to allow 
wetlands to expand



Area 1 and 6

Create wave break to allow for 
sediment accumulation and 
dissipate wave energy



Final Designs



Final Designs

Strategically placed 

structure based on 

water depth and 

geographic location

10 mile fetch into 

Lake Erie



Final Designs



Wave Attenuation Devices 
(WADS)



Proposed Conditions



Wave Reduction

0.5-1’ wave reduction



Design Conclusions

• Area 6—1,127 LF WADS

• Area 3—2,473 LF riprap 

dike

• Area 2—1,500 LF WADS

• Area 7—900 LF WADS

• Area 4—1,127 LF Wads

• Total estimated cost=~$10M



Design Conclusions

• We can reduce waves in the 

bay and import coarse 

sediment to mimic 

conditions conducive to 

wetland formation

• Little control over upstream 

sediments or nutrients

• Little control over carp

• It will take this effort—plus 

many more—to bring back 

Muddy Creek Bay



Next Steps

• Ohio DNR is working with 

TNC to go to final design, 

permitting, and 

construction

• Permitting—agencies 

have no idea how they’re 

going to permit 

something at this scale

• FEMA, ODNR, OEPA, 

USACE engaged in 

permitting discussions



Summary

• Whole bay restoration 

requires understanding 

all of the biotic and 

abiotic factors that affect 

the establishment of 

wetlands

• We need to understand 

the big picture and 

project goals

• It will take years, 

partnerships, and a lot of 

funding to bring back the 

bay



Thank you!

Brian Majka

GEI Consultants

bmajka@geiconsultants.com


